Introduction
The quality of training examples is one of the most important factors for effective and efficient training of neural networks, provided the network architecture and the weight modification rule are fixed. Earlier work [4] shows that the perceptron learning can be significantly accelerated by utilizing specific instances. For classification problems, these examples are the border patterns, i.e. the patterns that lie closest to the separating hyperplane. For real applications, however, it is difficult to estimate in advance the exact utility of examples, since the ultimate criticality of examples depends not only on the task, but also on the network configuration.
In this paper we describe an example selection method that finds a critical subset of given examples which achieves as good a performance as the whole set. It is efficient because the selection is performed in one trial while the learning proceeds. We select examples incrementally, an idea introduced first in [8] and developed further in [5] . The incremental selection is robust against possible errors since the inclusion of some non-critical examples at some stage can be automatically corrected at subsequent stages.
The method differs from [1, 2] -in that we are using a computationally inexpensive squared error selection criterion instead of computing second derivatives. Our method is applicable to both classification and function approximation problems of high-dimensional inputs and outputs.
In the remainder of this paper we summarize the algorithm and show some results to demonstrate the effectiveness and generality of the incremental selection method. ·
Algorithm
The selection proceeds incrementally during learning. Given a data set B, the training set D is initialized to contain a small number of examples randomly The initial network is trained with the training set D(o). The trained network is used to expand the training set for the next generation D(l) which is again used to find and train the network. Training and selection is repeated until an acceptable generalization is achieved on the candidate data set. Notice that for each s the following conditions are always satisfied v<•) U c<•) = B, v<•l n c<•l = 0, and v<•l C v<•+tl.
(1)
In the training phase, the weights are updated using the examples in the training set. If we denote by w<•,t) the weight vector of the netvvork for the \ t-th sweep through the training set D(•), the weights are modified by
.w.
( 2) where E, is the total sum of the errors for D(•) ~v.
. . ,
and the error gradient 'V E,Jw=w<•.
•l is approximated by a back-propagation procedure [3] or possibly by any other weight modification rule. f and TJ are the step size and the momentum factor, respectively. At every b..t epochs we check the convergence of the error minimization. If the total error for the current training set is reduced to a specified error tolerance level, is empty, the algorithm also stops. Notice that halting with a nonempty C(•) means the network has generalized correctly to the candidate data set. Otherwise, the criticality with respect to the current model w is computed. The criticality (xc,Yc) of an example is defined as (6) which has a value 0 :::; ew (xc) :::; 1 if the sigmoid activation function is used at the output layer. Then the training set is increased by selecting >. candidate examples, (xc,Yc), which are most critical:
In case of JCC•)J < >., all the remaining canc!idate examples are selected into D(•+l). Using the expanded training set, the next cycle of training and selection is done.
Performance
The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated on the following function: Notice that preferred examples lie on the separating lines of output 0 and 1. These are the border patterns and thus critical to solving this problem. Notice also that 44 selected examples, corresponding to 11% of the whole data, are sufficient for learning the function.
Next we applied the method to digit recognition in which training patterns consisted of 15 x 10 bitmap scanned from 20 sheets written by 10 persons. Starting from 10 examples and increasing the training set by 50 examples in each selection step, the method found about 1400 examples on average whose performance achieved the same generalization performance as the whole training set of 3400 examples.
The method has also been tested on several discrete problems, including majority and contiguity, and continuous functions such as the forward and inverse kinematics of a robot arm [5] . In most applications a moderate amount of training examples was sufficient to achieve a reasonable performance.
Concluding Remarks

\
We presented a method for selecting a critical subset of given examJ1les during training the network. The method starts with a small training set which is increased incrementally after training. This incremental approach is based on the observation of close interdependence between the network performance and the training set: the performance of the network can be best improved by being trained on a good training set, whereas the quality of the training set can be maximally enhanced by taking account of the current state of the network.
In effect, the selective incremental learning performs an adaptive global-tolocal search not only on the weight space but on the example space as well. This is contrasted 'vith the plain backpropagation training procedure that "pushes" the network to load all the data at the same time, leading frequently to a delayed convergence. Our experimental results suggest the incremental learning generalizes much better and thus converges faster to good solutions than a nonincremental one. The improvement is proportional to the data reduction ratio by example selection.
